
To, 
The principal, 
Government Degree College, 
Bodhan. 

Respected sir, 

Sub: Dept.of Botany-Field trip-Request for permission -reg. 

Bodhan, 

Thanking you sir, 

Date: 21/03/2022. 

As mentioned in the subject cited above, We, Dept. of Botany, want to organize 
a fieldtrip to Damon organics wood/cold pressed oils in Rakasipet, Bodhan, with B.Sc BZC I, II 
& ll year students. Students are very enthusiastic to come to this field trip, so, we request 
you sir kindly give us permission to organize this field trip. 

Yours obediently 

(G.NAVEEN KUMAR) 
Lecturer in Botany (C) 

GDC-8odhan. 
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Date: 23/03/2022 

17s.gniupomar 

of Botany, on or before 26/03/2022 
Rakasipet, Bodhan on 28/03/2022.Interested students get your names enrolled in the Dept. 

Botany is going to organize a field trip to Damon organics wood/cold pressed oils in 
This is informed to all the B.Sc BZC I, II & Ill year students that the Dept.of 

NOTICE 

Dept.of Botany 
In charge 
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people. This field trip has made the students learn so many aspects. 
completion of graduation. Hence they can become an entrepreneur and can also provide livelihood to many 

oils have great demand in the market, interested students can also start this business after their successful 
oils extracted from different type of oil seeds, the demand for these oils in the market. As the cold pressed 

During this field trip students have understood many aspects that how wood cold pressed 

improving the health. 
bank provides financial assistance for establishing the oil company and how cold pressed oil is helpful in 

how purchases raw material, the amount he spent for establishing the company, quality of oil, weather the 
several questions and doubts like how much he is earning by marketing wood pressed oils, from where and 

sesame and coconut. students have also interacted with the manager of the damon organics and asked 
Students observed and understood the complete procedure of extracting oil from chick pea, 

manufacturing chemical procedure. 
free from chemicals. Hence it retains majority of their nutrients due to a heat free and chemical free 

pressed oil is obtained only by crushing the seed without applying any heat or using any chemical solvents, 
Cold pressed oil is purer and has a better flavour than oil expressed with aid of heat. Cold 

industry for future self employment. 
> Providing an opportunity to the students to know about the establishment and maintenance of the 
> Knowing different steps involved in wood cold pressed oil production. 

Creating awareness on health benefits of using wood cold pressed oils. 
To know the oil seeds used in oil production and their processing. 

Organized by 

> 

Department of Botany, Government Degree College - Bodhan. 

> 

OBJECTIVES OF THE FIELD TRIP: 

students have participated in this field trip and it is organized by G.Naveen kumar, Lecturer in Botany. 
& li Year students to "Damon Organics - wood cold pressed oils industry" in Rakasipet ,Bodhan. Total 35 

A field trip is organized by Dept. of Botany,Gdc -Bodhan on 2gth march 2022 with B.Sc BZC I,Il 

REPORT ON FIELD TRIP TO DAMON ORGANICS WOOD COLD PRESSED OILS INDUSTRY, Rakasipet, Bodhan 
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